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The B a s i c s of Operations 

Operations on a model railroad can be one of the most challenging and fun aspects of the 
hobby. To many of us, it can also be intimidating. Like many other abilities in this 
hobby, starting with some basic, simple steps and building on acquired skills can provide 
rewarding experiences. Once exposed, many model railroaders find operating to be the 
most enjoyable experience in the hobby. It requires planning, skill and attention to detail. 

Excellent resource material is available in many of the most popular model railroad 
publications. Look for articles by Bruce Chubb, John Armstrong, Tony Koester, Jim 
Kelly and Andy Sperandeo to name just a few. Another excellent resource is the 
Operations Special Interest Group. They publish a helpful magazine four times a year. 
See me after the clinic if you need more information... 

So, What I s Operations? 
One definition of operations is the practice of running your model railroad in a manner 
similar to the real rail transportation industry. Remember that transportation is a service 
industry and the customers are the shippers and consignees who contract with the railroad 
to transport their products or inventory between two or more points. Customers are 
served by the crews on the trains by providing timely delivery of products or the empty 
equipment in which to load the product. The manner in which this service is 
accomplished can be determined by a timetable, operations handbook, a simple one-page 
description of the operating plan or even an illustration on the wall. The simplicity or 
complexity of this process in the model railroad realm is largely up to the individual 
modeler. As with benchwork, scenery or rolling stock, it is best to start simple. Even if 
you have a complex track plan, start with some simple tasks and become proficient 
before taking the giant leap! 

G e t t i n g S t a r t e d 

I suggest developing an operating plan based on an interest you have in prototype 
railroading. Do you enjoy the mining industry? Or perhaps you have a fascination with 
scrap metal recycling? How about the shipping of finished lumber or paper products? A 
decision regarding the products shipped to or from industries on your railroad isn't 
absolutely necessary, but it can enhance your fun. In other words, the type of equipment 
(boxcars, tank cars, gondolas) operating on your railroad can be determined by the 
industries you serve. This can be further refined (or not) by choosing an era in which to 
model: For instance, it would not be likely to see a steam powered locomotive form the 
early 1900's pulling a string of modern double-stack equipment. It might also be 
considered unusual to find stock cars spotted at an oil refinery. Anyway, deciding what 
you ship (or receive,) and when you ship it can be part of the fun. It can also lead to 
some interesting research. 



D e s t i n a t i o n s , D e s t i n a t i o n s 

If you have decided what and when you are shipping, then the next step should be where 
do the cars come from and where do they go? Many operators solve this question by 
creating tracks that are "off the layout" for the purpose of staging. Even if you have a 
simple loop railroad with just a couple of industrial spurs, the "far side" of your loop can 
serve as your fiddle and staging.. .a place where equipment can be exchanged or removed 
by hand. A basic operation could involve bringing a train from the loop to the front of 
your layout and switching an industrial spur by exchanging loaded cars from the factories 
for empty cars in your train. I f your railroad has a siding or runaround, you can even turn 
your train by cutting your engine off and running to the other end of your train and 
repositioning the caboose on the opposite end to allow the train to depart in the opposite 
direction from arrival! 

The Jobs Not Complete U n t i l the Paperwork i s Donel 

Many operators employ record keeping methods to keep track of equipment and record 
movements. There are computer programs printed card programs available for this 
purpose. These systems provide information regarding car movements based on 
reporting marks and/or car types. They can be complicated or simple and further enhance 
the operating experience. These systems will usually list car initial and number, type of 
car, lading (load or empty, ) origin and destination. 

So, What Are Some of the B a s i c Tools Necessary? 

Well, a model railroad would help, but isn't always necessary (talk to me about club 
membership.) As previously stated, a complicated track plan isn't required either. Many 
years ago, famed modeler John Allen designed a great operating layout requiring only 
five turnouts and a space of just 12"X56" in HO scale. There were no lists, no 
timetables, and no waybills, yet this trackplan continues to endure and is considered by 
some to be one of the finest small railroad plans ever conceived. It is still featured as the 
switching contest at many model railroad conventions and meets. Basically, industry 
trackage, a means to runaround equipment, the ability to re-arrange equipment and 
origins and destinations (real or imaginary) is all you need. 

What are You Waiting For? 

So go home and assess that pike. Do you have the basic ingredients and the desire to 
operate? You might be surprised how easy the system can be applied to your railroad. 
Hopefully I have provided some ideas and insights to stir your interest in model railroad 
operations. I've attached some common operating terms (by no means, a complete list!) 
and some operating suggestions from past clinics and projects I've done for my personal 
layouts and those of clubs where I've been a member. Please feel free to contact me if 
you have questions about getting started in Model Railroad Operations! 



Steve "Breezy" Gust 
e-mail: gustwing@worldnet.att.net 

The following pages are operating suggestions on my own personal layout (The Clay & Mud Point 
Railroad) and on club layout for the Denver HO Model Railroad Club (Denver & Western) 

I hope they will serve to spark your interest in operations! Enjoy! 
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WESTWARD! STATIONS f EASTWARD 
Station 
Number 

Siding 
Feet 

Mile 
Post 

01570 300 TROUBLESOME 
A 
8 
R 

680.0 

02045 U.P. CROSSING 
A 
8 
R 

679.9 

02040 6.9 •— 
CLAY 

A 
8 
R 

673.0 
(7.0) 

Welcome to the Clay & Plud Point Railroad 

Hlstony and Theme.: Ihe C & PIP actually started li/e a* the Coqullle 
and PlynJle Point in 1984 /tep/ieAenting the end o/ a very shoAt line 
on. the 0/iegon coast. The C & PIP Allocated to Call/oAnia in 1989 and 
changed the name to the /Ictltious lot catchy title it bears today. 
It Is intended to AepAesent ihe end o/ a shont line common carrier 
in the Cali/oAnla Central Valley in the 70's era. Ihe concept /OA 
the pAesent track, plan came /rom an anticle by Bob Hayden which appealed 
June 1992 Issue o/ Plodel Railroader. The Aailroad boasts connections 
with the Santa Te, Southern Pacific and Western Pacific. /his enviable 
situation keep* the shippers happy and allow* the Clay & Hud Point 
to show a modest pAo/it. The shippers at this end o/ the line include 
a nt.ce gAowers co-op (Dill' s Piills, J a catsup pAocessing plant (Clone's 
Catsup, ) an oil re.cycler (Rotten Ro&bles,) and a custom caJLinet shop 
(Zinn's Cabinets.J 

Design and Construction: The C S. PIP is an expandable she!/ layout 
with two modules, each about one. /oot wide and six /eet long. The 
TA.oublesome module lb /named in 1 X 2's and was built open gAld to 
allow /OA gently Aolling scenery. The Clay module is a simpler table 
top /ramed with standard 1 X 3's. Rail Is Shinohara code 70. 
StAuctuAes include the scratch iuilt Dill's dills by Tom Dill, Clone's 
Catsup /rom an A.H..PI. stynene kit slanted in 1967, and Zinn's Cabinets 
(a Ualthers Connerstone Kit.) Rotten Robbies Oil Recyclers is a kitbash 
o/ several styAene componets. Plost o/ the A.olling stock were, built 
/rom kits by AtheoAn and equipped with Kadee trucks and couplers. 
Cats longer than 40 /eet generally do not operate on the C & PIP. 

Operations: The typical operating session on the C 8. PIP would /ind 
the crew assuming duty at Clay and assembling the outbound train with 
one o/ the A.oads two SD-1's /rom the /our cars on the siding. There 
are. no Aestrlctlons on train make-up, except that the crew should line 
up the cars to pA.ovlde the fewest switching moves once the train aArlves 
at TAoublesome. Operation o/'a caboose is at the discretion o/ the 
Planagement. Upon aArival at 1rA.oublesome, each o/ the /our cars In 
the train will be traded /on. the cars on spot at the /.our ijxdus tries. 
A/ter the switching at TAoublesome Is completed, the engine and caboose 
( 1/ any,) must be pAoperly positioned /OA the Ajeturn trip to Clay. 
Two other operating Aestrlctlons apply: 1.) Cars may not be. le/t 
standing on the UP Crossing and 2. ) QAode crossing serving Rotten 
Roible's may not ie. blocked /OA moAe than /our moves. Don't /oAget 
to observe the stop signs at UP Crossing and engine Aestrlctlon sign 
at TAoublesome. On A£tarning to Clay, the inbound train Is traded 
/OA the cars on the interchange. The power and caboose are Aetwnned 
to the house track and the crew ties up. Qood luck and have /an! 


